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Value added by active portfolio management
In this note, we explore Volta’s portfolio positioning, increasing its CLO equity
weight and reducing the CLO debt proportion. We show how this has helped
deliver relative resilience amid the COVID-19 crisis to date, with AXA IM selecting
investments i) whose price already reflected a downturn, ii) of recent vintage, and
iii) in defensive sectors. Volta marks to market its investments, and has suffered
from sentiment-driven effects. Annualised received cashflows, though, represent
17% of July NAV, and market conditions have been improving. We examine the
upside optionality that Volta’s portfolio provides to any further recovery.
►

Relative resilience to Jul’20: Volta has been increasing its CLO equity weighting
since summer 2018. It bought positions where prices already reflected a
downturn, which were recent structures and in defensive sectors. These positions
showed less volatility than debt positions, and Volta has outperformed its peers.

►

Upside optionality: Potential upside could come from i) improving trends in CLO
markets, with rising asset prices, greater volumes and widening spreads, ii)
normalisation of sentiment discounts on both assets and Volta’s shares, iii) Volta
shares aligning with other corporate debt vehicles, and iv) a rising dividend.

►

Valuation: Volta trades at a double discount. Its share price is at a 25% discount
to NAV. Furthermore, its mark-to-market NAV, we believe, includes a further
sentiment-driven discount (10%-15%) to the present value of expected cashflows.
Volta targets an 8% of NAV dividend (12% yield on current share price).

►

Risks: Credit risk is a key sensitivity. We examined the valuation of assets,
highlighting the multiple controls to ensure its validity, in our initiation note, in
September 2018. The NAV is exposed to sentiment towards its own and
underlying markets. Volta’s long $ position is only partially hedged.

►

Investment summary: Volta is an investment for sophisticated investors, as
there could be sentiment-driven, share price volatility. Long-term returns have
been good: ca.10% p.a. returns (dividend-reinvested basis) over five years precrisis. The portfolio’s cashflow yield is currently ca.17%, more than 2x the cost
of the dividend (8% of NAV, giving an 12% yield on the current share price).

Description
Volta is a closed-ended, limitedliability investment company that
pursues a diversified investment
strategy across structured finance
assets (primarily Collateralised Loan
Obligation, CLOs).
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Financial summary and valuation (Hardman & Co adjusted basis)
Year-end Jul (€m)
Coupons & dividend
Operating income
Inv. manager’s fees
Adj. performance fees
Total expenses
Total comp. income
Statutory PTP
Underlying EPS (€)
NAV
S/P disc. to NAV
Gearing
Dividend yield

2015
33.7
46.0
-4.5
-3.5
-10.3
35.7
47.6
0.98
299
48%
9%
14.6%

2016
34.7
36.5
-4.3
-1.3
-7.2
29.3
12.6
0.80
289
46%
12%
14.6%

2017
33.2
35.0
-4.6
-1.2
-7.0
28.0
38.7
0.77
306
49%
12%
14.6%

2018
38.5
37.0
-4.6
-1.4
-0.9
29.7
22.7
0.81
306
49%
14%
14.6%

2019
42.0
41.0
-4.4
-2.1
-1.0
32.9
7.1
0.90
291
47%
12%
14.6%

2020E
42.3
41.3
-3.6
-2.6
-1.0
33.6
-67.7
0.92
208
25%
0%
9.7%

2021E
28.3
27.3
-1.5
-1.5
-1.0
22.7
86.1
0.62
276
44%
0%
12.1%

Source: Hardman & Co Research.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Due to legal restrictions, the information in this document is not available to any
person who is a “U.S. person” (as defined below) or to any person who is physically
present in the United States, and it is available only to persons who are "relevant
persons" (as defined below) for U.K. regulatory purposes.
A “U.S. person” is:
►

any natural person resident in the United States;

►

any partnership or corporation organised or incorporated under the laws of
the United States;

►

any estate of which any executor or administrator is a “U.S. person”;

►

any trust of which any trustee is a “U.S. person”;

►

any agency or branch of a foreign entity located in the United States;

►

any non-discretionary account or similar account (other than an estate or
trust) held by a dealer or other fiduciary for the benefit or account of a “U.S.
person”;

►

any discretionary account or similar account (other than an estate or trust)
held by a dealer or other fiduciary organised, incorporated, or (if an individual)
resident in the United States; and

►

any partnership or corporation if:

o

organised or incorporated under the laws of any foreign jurisdiction;
and

formed by a “U.S. person” principally for the purpose of investing in
securities not registered under the U.S. Securities Act, unless it is
organised or incorporated, and owned, by accredited investors (as
defined in the rules of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission)
who are not natural persons, estates or trusts.
“Relevant persons” are (i) persons who are outside the United Kingdom or (ii)
investment professionals falling within Article 19(5) of the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (the "Order") or (iii) high net
worth companies, and other persons to whom it may lawfully be communicated,
falling within Article 49(2) (a) to (d) of the Order. The securities of the Company
are only available to, and any invitation, offer or agreement to subscribe, purchase
or otherwise acquire such securities will be engaged in only with, relevant persons.
Any person who is not a relevant person should not access, or seek to act or rely
on, this report or any of its contents.
o

This document should not be taken, transmitted or distributed, directly or
indirectly, to “U.S. persons” as defined above nor to parties that are not “relevant
persons” as defined above. In reading this document the readers also acknowledge
that they have read and understood the notices set forth above and the disclaimers
contained in the document.
If you are not a ‘relevant person’ or you are a “U.S. person”, you should not have
received or accessed this document and accordingly should return this document
as soon as possible and take no further action. Any investment or investment
activity to which this document relates is only available to “relevant persons”. By
accepting receipt of this document, each recipient is deemed to confirm, represent
and warrant to Hardman & Co that it is a “relevant person” and that it is not a “US
person”, and accordingly a person to whom this document can be lawfully
communicated.
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Changes in Volta’s portfolio
CLO equity increasing proportion of book

As the chart below shows, Volta doubled the proportion of its book in US CLO
equity positions between July 2018 and July 2019 (from 12% to 24%). European
CLO equity positions increased from 13% to 19% over the same period, and CLO
debt (US and European combined) fell from 41% to 35%, with cash falling by 5%.
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In the past six months, the manager's reacting speed can be seen in the changes
made between February and April, with a jump in cash and lower-risk Bank Balance
Sheet transactions. Volta has recently started to build a small European CLO debt
exposure through recently issued BB positions that are offering a superior
risk/reward return.
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Result: relative resilience to date
Performance relative to peers/market
Volta been less volatile than peers and
seen smaller fall in NAV, COVID-19 crisis
to date

Compared with peers who mark-to-market their portfolios (Fair Oaks (Fair) or
Marble Point (MPLF)), Volta has continued its long-term performance of delivering
superior returns with lower volatility. Its NAV YTD to end-July was down 22%, while
Fair and MPLF’s were down 31% and 29%, respectively. In its most recent report
and accounts, Volta highlighted that its annual volatility was two thirds of the level
of Fair in the prior year. In March 2020, the fall in Volta’s NAV was around two
thirds of these peers, and there was little FX effect end-March on end-February.

Monthly performance (%)

Cumulative NAV performance, January to July 2020 (%)
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Note: While Volta reports in € and Fair/MPLF report in $, the effect of the 5% depreciation of the $ to € YTD is unclear, as it also depends on underlying
asset mixes and hedges. Source: Monthly reports for each company, Hardman & Co Research
Good asset selection has fed through to
an above-market proportion of the
portfolio continuing to make cash
payments to Volta

The actual cashflows and performance of the portfolio throughout the crisis have
been much better than its accounting NAV. In July, as in the first month of every
quarter, most CLO positions receive their coupon payments. According to Wells
Fargo research quoted by Volta in its July report, 24% of US$ CLOs were suffering
a breach of the interest diversion test as at the end of the month 1. Only one US$
CLO position in Volta did not receive any cashflows (and that was due to an interest
coverage test breach). Except for this position, all CLO equity and CLO debt held by
Volta paid their coupons in July, and only three out of 46 were close to breaching
conditions, but all three saw improvements in May and June, and now have larger
cushions. This performance reflects asset selection by AXA IM, and having a more
resilient portfolio will feed through to achieving a more resilient NAV.

Asset class performance
CLO equity positions shown less volatility
and similar performance to bond ones

The chart below shows the performance of each asset class throughout the COVID19 crisis to date. The surprise to some investors may be that the CLO equity
positions have shown slightly less overall volatility than the CLO debt ones, with an
overall performance over the period broadly in line. We explore the reasons for this
resilience in the section below.

1

15 September 2020

The interest diversion test requires the value of the loans a CLO holds to exceed the value of the
bonds it issued by a sufficient amount. Failing that test requires the deferral of interest (and
principal) payments on the bonds, and cuts them off to equity. Instead, the “diverted” funds pay
down the safest notes issued by the CLO.
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Monthly performance of portfolio by asset class through initial stages of
COVID-19 crisis (%)
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Source: Volta Monthly reports, Hardman & Co Research

Impact of mark-to-market approach
Volta’s mark-to-market approach
captures sentiment volatility in its NAV

Mark-to-market may not reflect real value
of company, as Volta’s strong balance
sheet means it should not be a forced
seller at distressed prices

Sentiment affects not only NAV but also
discount

Volta sticks to a mark-to-market approach and so captures sentiment volatility, as
well as volatility in the underlying expected cashflows. In contrast, Blackstone/GCO
Loan Financing Ltd (BGLF) adopts a mark-to-model approach, and its fall in March
was around a third of Volta’s. BGLF subsequently has seen a much slower level of
recovery than those adopting a mark-to-market approach. We estimate that, should
Volta be using a mark-to-model approach, its NAV would be ca.10%-15% higher
than the reported number (at its peak in March, we believe the effect was closer to
20%).
The primary advantage of the mark-to-market approach is that it reflects the current
realisable value of the portfolio, and it is a much more transparent practice for
investors who do not have the necessary tools or the experience to fully understand
the pertinence of any given model. Its weakness is that it assumes that the company
has to sell the assets at what may be very distressed prices and well below the
expected present value of future cashflows. A business such as Volta, with a strong
balance sheet (zero debt, with the REPOS facility re-paid earlier this year and cash
of €8.7m at end-July), will not be in such a position and can wait for a time when
the market value of the assets better reflects expected cashflows.
Adverse sentiment to the perceived complexity of CLO securities not only has an
impact on their prices (and so Volta’s NAV) but it also affects the rating given to
Volta itself. We discuss below how differently Volta has performed from some global
corporate bond funds, despite the fact that all have exposure to the debt of huge
numbers of corporates with wide diversification.

Cashflows
In July, Volta received “only” the equivalent of €3.9m from its CLO equity positions,
relative to €5.7m in April. The decline is almost evenly split between the two
technical effects, one of which will reverse in October, when cashflows are expected
to be approximately €1m higher than previously forecast. The factors were:
►

15 September 2020

Since April, ca.40% of the European loans elected to pay their coupon on a sixmonth basis, instead of the classic three-month basis. This effect will unwind
with higher cashflows in October.
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►

Interest payments due to CLO debt holders are based off three-month LIBOR
rates, but most of the interest payments received from underlying loan pools
have more recently been driven by one-month LIBOR rates. With the decrease
in one-month LIBOR rates since mid-January, US$ CLO suffered from this
mismatch. Additionally, re-pricing more frequently means that steady falls in
rates have a greater impact. If and when rates go up, Volta will benefit from the
opposite technical effect.

In the six months ending July 2020, Volta received the total cash equivalent of
€17.7m. This represents a 17% annualised yield on the end-July NAV, despite the
previously mentioned technical impacts.

Reasons for relative resilience
AXA IM’s asset selection, and so the resulting portfolio resilience, reflect:
CLO equity acquisition prices already

►

When Volta was building its CLO equity portfolio, it already had a downturn in
mind, and factored this scenario into the prices it was willing to pay. In the FY’18
Report and Accounts, in October 2018, the Chairman noted “Once again, I am
going to be cautious, if only because the current cycle has been remarkably long
lived. We cannot know precisely when this will end but, with the global equity market
rally now over a decade old, it is time to be alert.” In February 2020, its US$ CLO
equity had average prices of just 59.9% of par. These fell to 43.6% as of March
2020, a relatively modest decline, as the downturn scenario was already built
into the price.

►

Most positions are in recently structured deals, which have cleaner-thanaverage underlying portfolios and more time to benefit from the re-investment
opportunity. Both rating agencies and the market (through price hierarchy)
clearly indicate that having more time for re-investment/rearrangement of an
underlying loan portfolio is considered a positive feature. In the chart below, we
have looked at all CLO equity positions, which individually account for more
than 1% of gross asset value (GAV). In total, these 16 positions account for 41%
of Volta’s GAV (with no debt, it is 41% of July net asset value too). As can be
seen in the chart, 42% of these positions by amount were 2019 vintages and a
further 38% 2018 vintages.

►

The weighting to recent vintages is even more pronounced in Volta’s larger
positions. The average 2019 position was 2.9% of NAV; in 2018, it was 2.6%,
while, in 2015, 2016 and 2017, they were 1.4%, 1.1% and 1.2%, respectively.

reflected downturn

Recent deals vast majority of book

Equity tranches over 1% of GAV: percentage by vintage
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Source: Volta Finance July portfolio composition disclosure on website, Hardman & Co Research
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High-risk sectors a small proportion of the book

15 September 2020

►

In Europe, industries related to energy/raw materials are far less present but,
because of the length of the containment, there is more issue with some other
areas, like Lodging and Leisure. Those worst industries represent ca.44% of
Volta’s underlying exposure from its Euro CLO equity positions.
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Upside optionality going forward
CLO market conditions improving

Calling a sustained recovery may be premature, but there are some encouraging
signs: i) in July, both US and European loans experienced net upgrades for the
month for the first time in 2020; ii) with the recovery in prices of average CCC-rated
debt held in CLOs, there is less pressure on the diversion tests noted above; iii) total
monthly issuance of CLOs increased in July, to $9.1bn in the US and €2.6bn in
Europe, compared with $7.9bn and €2.4bn, respectively, in June; iv) spreads of
European new issue CLOs tightened across the capital stack; and v) in the European
CLO secondary market, bids wanted in competition (“BWIC”) activity reached record
levels, reflecting elevated secondary market trading activity. Accordingly, for Volta,
we believe it is appropriate to consider the potential upside optionality going
forward.

Factors driving upside
CLO equity has more potential upside
than other elements of capital stack

AXA IM core competency is spotting price
anomalies. Bought equity positions ahead
of potential downturn. Dipping toe in
European debt tranches.

15 September 2020

CLO equity positions are especially geared to the factors driving upside, as:
►

They take the residual cashflows, so an increase in income from higher reinvestment spreads feeds through to equity holders. In the section on risk
below, we highlight the manager’s IRR scenario test, which clearly demonstrates
this benefit.

►

A reduction in the sentiment discounts on CLO assets will see rising prices of
existing investments and less risk of cash diversions, as asset coverage test
ratios improve.

►

Volta’s investments are at much lower prices, giving a geared upside effect to
capital movements. Should investments return to par value in due course, when
the economy normalises, it would see debt values double, but equity prices
treble.

►

Part of this is because we believe equity CLO tranches have “suffered” a greater
degree of sentiment-driven discount than debt tranches, reflecting their higherrisk nature in uncertain times. When the economy normalises, and sentiment
risk discounts reduce, the equity tranches will see more benefit.

►

Somewhat less positively, the lower NAV price means that the same nominal
cash return generates a higher IRR. This has been painful for long-term
shareholders, but critically, from here, there are greater returns to be made.

As always, these generic issues may or may not be reflected in the price of specific
securities. A core part of AXA IM’s skill is identifying when there are pricing
anomalies. It did so by buying equity tranches ahead of a potential downturn
because the price more than reflected the incremental risk. Even with the drivers
favouring equity positions, we note that Volta has been dipping its toe back into the
European CLO debt market (July 3% of GAV its highest proportion since early 2017),
as it believes the risk/reward is selectively attractive in that market.
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Global corporate bond funds comparison
Volta’s ultimate exposure is 700
corporate borrowers, but it fell 3x or more
than global corporate bond funds

Volta has a flexible mandate and so can invest in the whole range of different
tranches of CLO securities. It can thus optimise returns by picking whichever
instrument offers the best risk/reward outcome. However, the bottom line is that
its exposure is to ca.1,400 corporate credits, spread broadly by geography, sector
and economic exposure. It is worth considering, therefore, how Volta has performed
relative to a range of global corporate bond funds. Rather than taking an index, we
have looked at some specific alternative investments to give investors a flavour of
the relative returns.
As can be seen in the chart below, the March fall in the price of these investments
was in the range of 11%-15%, which is consistent with the end-February to endMarch fall reported by the mark-to-model approach of BGLF. In contrast, Volta’s
share price fell from €6.62 on 21 February to €3.28 on 6 April, a decline of 50%.

It has also responded much less to
stimulus packages, and remains well
below pre-crisis levels, while corporate
bond funds are at or above the pre-crisis
levels

The corporate bond funds all appear to have responded quickly to fiscal and
monetary stimulus packages recovering to their pre-crisis levels within a few
months. Now they are trading at or above the pre-crisis levels, while Volta’s share
price is still down 36%.
Volta’s sharper and more sustained fall could imply that:
►

Volta’s underlying exposure is materially different ‒ unlikely to be significant,
given the number of positions and global diversity;

►

the capital stack differential gives it a different outcome on the same underlying
risk – historically, Volta has actually delivered long-term outperformance;

►

the accounting and legal structure is different (see section above) and, for some
reason, investors have not followed the underlying risk;

►

corporate bond funds are including a recovery that has not been assumed
within Volta; and

►

the cost of complexity remains high in uncertain times – possible.

There are some differences but the overall
trends appear anomalous with fact that
Volta’s ultimate exposure is huge numbers
of corporate borrowers

Indexed price performance of range of global corporate bond funds
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Source: Refinitiv, Vanguard Global Corp Bd Idx Inst USD Hdg (UCITS), Schroder ISF Global Corporate
Bond S Acc (SICAV), MIL BlackRock Global Corporate Bond Fund (UCITS), Hardman & Co Research
Sentiment double whammy hitting CLO
investment values and Volta’s rating. The
unwind of this implies significant recovery
potential.

15 September 2020

We believe the key driver is sentiment, which has adversely affected both i) the
accounting value of investments (and hence the difference between a mark-tomarket and mark-to-model approach), and ii) the rating applied to Volta, so its
discount relative to the discounted NAV has widened. Critically, the reversal of these
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factors could lead to material outperformance by Volta relative to corporate bond
markets.

GFC re-investment experience as example
CLO equity positions from vintages 2006/07 were purchased with the assumption
that projected returns should be in the area of 12%/14%. With the Global Financial
Crisis (GFC), these CLO equity positions, on average, suffered some diversion of
cashflows during 2009, and then benefited from the re-investment mechanism in
CLOs. It took time, but, after a few years, cashflows from these positions were
ca.35% per year, almost twice what those positions were paying before the GFC,
thanks to a significant increase in the Weighted Average Spread (WAS) of the
underlying portfolios. Thanks, in turn, to that, they finally returned 16% to 20%,
almost 50% more than originally thought.

Same factors that drove out strong
returns post financial crisis are in place
again

Every crisis is different but, as in 2009, loans are trading at a discount, new loans
are issued with significantly higher spreads, and some loans are defaulting, and will
continue to do so. Like for 2009, some CLO equity will suffer from partial or total
diversion of cashflows, and CLO managers will be able to rotate portfolios, to
increase WAS, trying to avoid defaults.

Manager sensitivity scenarios
On page 9 of the January Half Year Report (actually published on 30 April 2020),
Volta presented scenarios in line with rating agencies’ scenarios from the end of
March. The detailed assumptions are in that report but, in summary, we believe they
are credible, assuming over 10% default rates, material increases in CCC buckets
and re-investment spreads at 450bps for two years. As can be seen in the left-hand
chart below, it generates projected IRRs of 20%-32%, based off March NAVs. We
estimate that CLO positions are ca.28% higher and debt 33% since March, so the
IRRS on July NAVs would be commensurately lower.

Manager sensitivity analysis based off
rating agency scenarios indicate similar
IRR in US CLO as post GFC

Projected IRR and average price at end-March (%)

IRR by year for the market and AXA IM (%)
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March $ equity position implied IRRs were
in line with actual returns from that
market in 2007 tranches
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On page 12 of the January Half Year Report, Volta also presented the returns earned
from US CLO equity positions in the years running up to the GFC. The returns
actually earned from the 2007 vintages, at 21.2%, are very much in line with the
21.6% that Volta’s scenario test implies for the March 2020 US CLO equity
positions.
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Dividend at 8% NAV planned. Given share
price discount to NAV, equates to 10.8%
dividend yield.

Dividend
In early April, Volta cancelled the dividend payment due on 28 April until there was
more visibility on likely cash receipts. On 11 May, a reduced dividend was declared
(€0.1 vs. €0.155), to be paid in June. On 30 June, a dividend of €0.11, to be paid at
end-July, was also declared. Looking forward, the intention is to pay a dividend
equivalent to 8% of NAV, which, with the group at a 25% discount, implies a 2021E
dividend yield to shareholders of 12.1%.
If sentiment does improve, investors will benefit not only from the capital
appreciation in the NAV, but also from a reduced discount to NAV, and also a higher
dividend.

Past six months’ actual cashflow
equivalent to annualised 17% yield on
July NAV

The value investors will give to the dividend will also reflect its cover. In the six
months to July, Volta received €17.7m of coupons/interest from its investments.
The annualised equivalent is a 17% annualised yield on the end-July NAV. This cash
receipt is after €1m of technical effects, which are known to reverse in October, and
€1m of effects, which will reverse at some stage, when interest rates normalise.
Adjusting just for the former implies €37.4m of annualised cash receipts, which takes
the yield up to 18%. While we cannot be certain of future cashflows (see Risks
section below), it does suggest 2x or more coverage of the currently planned
dividend level of 8% NAV.

Risks
Volta cannot be immune from both
fundamental and sentiment drivers. Risk
aversion may return.

The 32% fall in Volta’s NAV in March shows that it is not immune to the economic
outlook and, we believe, to a greater degree, sentiment. The variability in the latter
can be hard to predict, although, over time, actual interest and principal payments
should moderate its effect. In its January interim report, the manager gave some
scenario impacts looking at changes in defaults (from the normal 2% assumption),
with a range of related spread widening. A 5% increase in defaults, with only a
modest spread widening, would see the book earning an IRR close to the 8% target
dividend yield. A spread widening of 50bps, rather than 25bps, sees IRRs
comfortably above this level.

IRR (%) across asset classes with different assumptions
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Source: Volta Finance January 2020 Half-yearly financial report, Hardman & Co Research

As outlined through the Monthly Reports, although more defaults are expected to
start to materialise, they are spread through time, and are likely to come through
over two to three years. Such an outturn may be expected to lead to almost no
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diversion of payments on Volta CLO equity positions and, in AXA IM's view, this
situation is far better than the types of scenarios that were used for illustration
purposes above (simulating an instantaneous shock corresponding to 5% or 10%
defaults). On both sides of the Atlantic, loan market spreads are between 50bps and
75bps wider than pre-COVID-19 levels, and the delay in default occurrence has
been clearly pointed out by AXA IM as a favourable situation, giving more time to
CLO managers re-arranging portfolios and benefiting from reinvestment
opportunities.
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Valuation and financials
Discount slightly larger than peers on
same accounting basis

Compared with its structured debt peers, on market price to NAV, Volta is trading
at a small discount. Given the historical performance, risk profile and portfolio mixes
identified in the sections below, this relative discount appears anomalous.

Current share price discount to July 2020 NAV for Volta and peers
0%

VTA

-5%

BGLF

FAIR

MPLF

Sub
sector
Avg

TFIF

-10%
-15%
-20%
-25%
-30%
-35%
Source: Hardman & Co Research, Monthly reports for Volta (VTA), TwentyFour Income Fund (TFIF),
Fair Oaks Income Fund (FAIR), Blackstone/GCO Loan Financing Ltd (BGLF) and Marble Point Loan
Financing (MPLF); priced 15 September 2020

Financials
Our financial assumptions reflect the NAV stated in Volta’s July monthly report. The
detail of the results will be announced in October.
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Disclaimer
Hardman & Co provides professional independent research services and all information used in the publication of this report has been compiled from publicly
available sources that are believed to be reliable. However, no guarantee, warranty or representation, express or implied, can be given by Hardman & Co as to the
accuracy, adequacy or completeness of the information contained in this research and they are not responsible for any errors or omissions or results obtained
from use of such information. Neither Hardman & Co, nor any affiliates, officers, directors or employees accept any liability or responsibility in respect of the
information which is subject to change without notice and may only be correct at the stated date of their issue, except in the case of gross negligence, fraud or
wilful misconduct. In no event will Hardman & Co, its affiliates or any such parties be liable to you for any direct, special, indirect, consequential, incidental damages
or any other damages of any kind even if Hardman & Co has been advised of the possibility thereof.
This research has been prepared purely for information purposes, and nothing in this report should be construed as an offer, or the solicitation of an offer, to buy
or sell any security, product, service or investment. The research reflects the objective views of the analyst(s) named on the front page and does not constitute
investment advice. However, the companies or legal entities covered in this research may pay us a fixed fee in order for this research to be made available. A full
list of companies or legal entities that have paid us for coverage within the past 12 months can be viewed at http://www.hardmanandco.com/legals/researchdisclosures. Hardman may provide other investment banking services to the companies or legal entities mentioned in this report.
Hardman & Co has a personal dealing policy which restricts staff and consultants’ dealing in shares, bonds or other related instruments of companies or legal entities
which pay Hardman & Co for any services, including research. No Hardman & Co staff, consultants or officers are employed or engaged by the companies or legal
entities covered by this document in any capacity other than through Hardman & Co.
Hardman & Co does not buy or sell shares, either for their own account or for other parties and neither do they undertake investment business. We may provide
investment banking services to corporate clients. Hardman & Co does not make recommendations. Accordingly, they do not publish records of their past
recommendations. Where a Fair Value price is given in a research note, such as a DCF or peer comparison, this is the theoretical result of a study of a range of
possible outcomes, and not a forecast of a likely share price. Hardman & Co may publish further notes on these securities, companies and legal entities but has no
scheduled commitment and may cease to follow these securities, companies and legal entities without notice.
The information provided in this document is not intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where such distribution or
use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would subject Hardman & Co or its affiliates to any registration requirement within such jurisdiction or country.
Some or all alternative investments may not be suitable for certain investors. Investments in small and mid-cap corporations and foreign entities are speculative
and involve a high degree of risk. An investor could lose all or a substantial amount of his or her investment. Investments may be leveraged and performance may
be volatile; they may have high fees and expenses that reduce returns. Securities or legal entities mentioned in this document may not be suitable or appropriate
for all investors. Where this document refers to a particular tax treatment, the tax treatment will depend on each investor’s particular circumstances and may be
subject to future change. Each investor’s particular needs, investment objectives and financial situation were not taken into account in the preparation of this
document and the material contained herein. Each investor must make his or her own independent decisions and obtain their own independent advice regarding
any information, projects, securities, tax treatment or financial instruments mentioned herein. The fact that Hardman & Co has made available through this
document various information constitutes neither a recommendation to enter into a particular transaction nor a representation that any financial instrument is
suitable or appropriate for you. Each investor should consider whether an investment strategy of the purchase or sale of any product or security is appropriate for
them in the light of their investment needs, objectives and financial circumstances.
This document constitutes a ‘financial promotion’ for the purposes of section 21 Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (United Kingdom) (‘FSMA’) and
accordingly has been approved by Capital Markets Strategy Ltd which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA).
No part of this document may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form or by any means, mechanical, photocopying, recording or
otherwise, without prior permission from Hardman & Co. By accepting this document, the recipient agrees to be bound by the limitations set out in this notice.
This notice shall be governed and construed in accordance with English law. Hardman Research Ltd, trading as Hardman & Co, is an appointed representative of
Capital Markets Strategy Ltd and is authorised and regulated by the FCA under registration number 600843. Hardman Research Ltd is registered at Companies
House with number 8256259.
(Disclaimer Version 8 – Effective from August 2018)

Status of Hardman & Co’s research under MiFID II
Some professional investors, who are subject to the new MiFID II rules from 3rd January, may be unclear about the status of Hardman & Co research and,
specifically, whether it can be accepted without a commercial arrangement. Hardman & Co’s research is paid for by the companies, legal entities and issuers about
which we write and, as such, falls within the scope of ‘minor non-monetary benefits’, as defined in the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive II.
In particular, Article 12(3) of the Directive states: ‘The following benefits shall qualify as acceptable minor non-monetary benefits only if they are: (b) ‘written
material from a third party that is commissioned and paid for by a corporate issuer or potential issuer to promote a new issuance by the company, or where the
third party firm is contractually engaged and paid by the issuer to produce such material on an ongoing basis, provided that the relationship is clearly disclosed in
the material and that the material is made available at the same time to any investment firms wishing to receive it or to the general public…’
The fact that Hardman & Co is commissioned to write the research is disclosed in the disclaimer, and the research is widely available.
The full detail is on page 26 of the full directive, which can be accessed here: http://ec.europa.eu/finance/docs/level-2-measures/mifid-delegated-regulation2016-2031.pdf
In addition, it should be noted that MiFID II’s main aim is to ensure transparency in the relationship between fund managers and brokers/suppliers, and eliminate
what is termed ‘inducement’, whereby free research is provided to fund managers to encourage them to deal with the broker. Hardman & Co is not inducing the
reader of our research to trade through us, since we do not deal in any security or legal entity.
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